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Kingfishers of the genus Ha/cyon are widespread and often abundant in 
the Old World tropics . Five species occur in West Africa : the Woodland 
Kingfisher, senegalensis ; the Blue-breasted Kingfisher, malimbica ; the Striped 
Kingfisher, chelicuti ; the Grey-headed Kingfisher, /eucocepha/a ; and the 
Chocolate-backed Kingfisher, badia. (Vernacular names have varied over the 
years and in different places . The names used here follow Fry, 1 980a) . 
Ali these birds are high order predators , land and intermediate foragers, 
« martin-chasseurs » rather than « martin-pêcheurs » .  They must be important 
ecologically . They are supposed to be closely related to one another 
phylogenetically (Fry, 1 980b) . Sorne of them are also related socially . (The 
term « social » is used broadly. It a pp lies to most non-accidentai interactions 
among individuals , unfriendly as weil as friendly. Sorne interactions are covert 
rather than overt) . 
I observed senegalensis and malimbica in Senegal at irregular but frequent 
intervals between August 1 4  and December 9, 1 976, between January 22 and 
March 1 2 ,  1 977 ,  during the week of June 1 5-2 1 ,  1 98 1 ,  and from October 1 to 
December 2 ,  1 98 5 .  My observations were concentrated in, but not confined to, 
the Basse Casamance region of the southern part of the country . Sorne 
attention was paid to chelicuti in 1 985 .  Supplementary observations were made 
at Makokou in Gabon, Banco Forest in the Ivory Coast , and on Mount Nimba 
in Liberia during December of 1 976 and January of 1977 .  It was only in these 
latter areas that I could see or hear something of the behavior of /eucocepha/a 
and badia. 
Individuals were watched, followed, photographed and recorded . They 
were not trapped, marked or ringed ( 1 ) .  
The environments of Senegal have been described in  numerous 
publications, e.g. Aubréville ( 1 948) , Adam ( 1 96 1 , 1 962) , and Pélissier ( 1 966) . 
There is one point to be remembered about the Basse Casamance. The whole 
region is an intricate network of tidal creeks ,  swamps, mangrove, and rice 
fields - at or very near sea lev el - interspersed among shallow, usually sandy, 
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( l )  It will be seen below that different populations of the same species seem to vary in 
different parts of Africa. Attempts will be made to distinguish among populations . This cannot be 
done in every sentence. The reader should assume, therefore, that ali statements about ecology or 
behavior refer to populations of Senegal unless specifically stated otherwise. 
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ridges or « plateaus » several rn higher. It is ali very flat (termite hills are called 
« montagnes ») ; but there are considerable differences in vegetation from site 
to site, sometimes closely adjacent sites . 
1 .  - Ha/cyon senegalensis and H. malimbica 
The W oodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers are conspicuous almost 
everywhere in the Basse Casamance. They have many characters in common. 
First of ali is physical appearance ; the two species look alike. They have 
red and black bills , a black streak through the eyes , pale buffy gray on the rest 
of the head and over ali or most of the underparts ,  more or less turquoise blue 
on the back rumps and tail, and brilliant blue and black on the external or 
upper surfaces of the wings. H. malimbica differs from senegalensis in having
black rather than blue scapulars, and a blue wash over the buffy gray of the 
breast . There is little or no sexual dimorphism in either species . See Figure 1 .  
There is a slight difference in body size between the species . The Blue­
breasted Kingfisher is larger, longer and heavier than the Woodland 
Kingfisher. This difference alone cannot be used , reliably, by a human
observer, to distinguish the species in the field.  
Spatial and ecological overlaps are wide . 
Bath species are « pouncers » .  In this respect , they resemble rollers of the 
genus Coracias (Thiollay, 1 985 ; Moynihan, in press b) . They tend to « sit-and­
wait » (Greig-Smith, 1 979) for long periods of time, and then to plunge upon 
their quarry in one feil swoop. This is a low energy expenditure strategy. 
Swoops may be expensive but they are not usually frequent . Individuals of 
bath species take a variety of large arthropods and small vertebrates on land, 
and in fresh, brackish and salt waters .  There are sorne indications that 
Woodland Kingfishers may take prey from bare sail more frequently than do 
Blue-breasted Kingfishers , and that Blue-breasted Kingfishers may take prey 
from water more frequently than do Woodland Kingfishers.  The diets of the 
two species are not likely to be identical . Still, the differences between them 
must be more quantitative than qualitative. 
The occupation or selection of habitats is interesting . Bath species occur in 
a wide range of types of vegetation, in trees and bushes , along creeks , in 
plateau scrub, near crop fields , along the edges of forest , in graves and 
plantations around villages . They do not occupy ali these habitats with equal 
density. Blue-breasted Kingfishers occur comparatively frequently in thick 
vegetation such as mangrove and clumps of mango trees . Woodland 
Kingfishers occur comparatively frequently in open vegetation . Greig-Smith 
( 1 979) lists sorne of the requirements of individuals of this species in Ghana. 
He stresses the importance of dead trunks and branches and of living 
Pterocarpus santalinioides and Mitragyma inermis in providing perches from 
which to hunt. (Of course, perches are also used for other purposes , e.g. 
Singing) . The Woodland Kingfishers of Senegal may use similar sites . It should 
be noted, however, that individuals of the species in the Basse Casamance show 
a strong preference for Kads, A cacia albida. These trees shed their leaves 
during the wet season . Thus, they provide perches from which surroundings 
can be surveyed easily at a time of year when other trees , in full leaf, may 
pro vide obstructions to view. 
The W oodland King fisher was the only species of Ha/cyon that 1 saw or 
heard in the gard ens of the city of Ziguinchor, the capital of the Casamance. 
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Figure 1 .  - The three species of Ha/cyon that are cornrnon in the Basse Casamance. Top left : a 
simple (unritualized) perching posture of a Woodland Kingfisher. Such postures can be either silent 
or, on different occasions, accornpanied by any one of the cornmon vocalizations of the species. 
Top right : a sitting posture of the Striped Kingfisher. The individual is relaxed, slightly fluffed. 
Center right : a Woodland Kingfisher with upwardly inclined head and bill during Song. (Blue­
breasted Kingfishers may show sirnilar lifting during sorne, but not ali, Songs) . Bottom : a Blue­
breasted Kingfisher in an alert posture . Again, such postures can be silent of accornpanied by any 
one or ali of the cornrnon vocalizations of the species . Not drawn to perfect scale. 
Mangos are an imported species . Acacia albida is widely planted by 
farmers .  City gardens are full of exotics . Thus, many individuals of 
senegalensis and malimbica have become, in effect , commensals of man. 
Given the exceptions and slightly different preferences, the territories or 
home ranges of the two kinds of kingfishers can be, often are, complete/y 
overlapping . Woodland Kingfishers do occur in mangrove and mangos with an 
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actually if not relatively appreciable frequency. Blue-breasted Kingfishers occur 
in plateau scrub . 
Both species nest in holes , probably usually holes in trees (a resource in 
short supply - see Moynihan in press a) . 
They cannot fail to be vulnerable to the same predators , and to the same 
climatic fluctuations , e.g. the droughts of sorne recent years . 
The various overlaps , « visual », spatial , ecological , are both wide and 
close enough to pose problems for the birds .  They are competing with one 
another . lndividuals may be said to corn pete wh en one preoccupies a res ource 
which would otherwise be available for use by others . Competition seems to be 
common, perhaps inevitable, in nature (Roughgarden, 1 983) . It can be direct 
and/or diffuse. It is complicated and dangerous .  It has costs, disadvantages , as 
well as benefits ,  advantages . Any organism should try to minimize the former 
and/or to maximize the latter . Of course, sorne competitions can be « won » . 
An individual can suppress or drive out a rival . This is not easy to do promptly 
without an undue expenditure of energy (always in short supply) . Compromises 
may be called for . Competitors may have to eut their !osses in order to secure 
mutual benefits . 
How are the details managed ? 
1 . 1 .  - Background 
Although both malimbica and senegalensis are abundant in the Basse 
Casamance, they are not over-crowded, much Jess gregarious.  Single 
individuals and mated pairs occur on their own territories . Presumably there 
should also be nuclear families . Fry ( 1 98 1 )  says that « Adults continue to feed 
young birds out of the nest for an unusually long time, up to at !east ten 
weeks ». He may have been thinking of other species of other areas . 1 never 
saw anything like this myself. At !east in the cases of senegalensis and 
malimbica in the Basse Casamance, the young disappear from parental 
terri tories or ranges promptly . 
Relations between mates - actual , previous or potential - seem to be 
different in the two species . 
Consider the W oodland Kingfisher first. Individuals of the species are 
supposed to be migratory over fairly long distances in parts of Africa (Moreau, 
1 966 ; Greig-Smith, 1 978 ; Curry-Lindahl, 1 98 1 ) .  By contrast , they seem to be 
sedentary in the Basse Casamance (and probably in Senegal as a whole) . 1 
worked during both wet and dry seasons . Population densities of senega/ensis 
did not seem to vary significantly from one season to another . (It might be 
.1oted that there were good or semi-adequate rains in 1 976, 1 98 1  and 1 985 .  
Thus, the contrast of  seasonal regimes was greater than in  years of drought) . 
In the Basse Casamance, individuals and pairs of W oodland Kingfishers can be 
seen day after day in approximately the same places . Approximation is a 
general term. The members of a pair often are severa! hundreds of rn apart 
from one another . Any individual may, ' at first glanee, appear to be al one to a
hu man observer . A little searching will usually reveal a mate in the 
neighborhood. Mates rejoin one another frequently, even during the non­
breeding season. They probably sleep in the same or adjacent trees in close 
proximity to one another. They certain! y come together during disputes with 
neighbors or intruders of the same species . 
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No one, so far as 1 know, has suggested that ma/imbica is migratory over 
large distances . Again, average population densities do not seem to vary with 
seasons. Yet individuals of the species may be more vagile on a small scale (a 
few km?) than are Woodland Kingfishers in the Casamance . During sorne 
periods , e.g. October-December of 1 985 ,  individuals may appear to disappear, 
for days , from areas in which they had previously been conspicuous . 
They almost always appear to be single . Their mates are hard to find for a 
human observer . 
Part of the difference between the two species may be more apparent than 
real . Blue-breasted Kingfishers can be difficult to see in dense foliage. They do 
not vocalize frequently enough to make their presence always obvious (Table 1) . 
TABLE l .  - Song of Wood/and Kingfïshers (Halcyon senegalensis) and 
Blue-breasted Kingfishers (H . malimbica) in the Basse Casamance of Senegal. 
October 1 - November 29 (inclusive) . Approximately 60 hrs. over 60 days . The counts are of Song 
performances rather than of individuals phrases . Sorne performances included many phrases ; 
others included only one. 
Total no. of senegalensis Song performances = 237 . 
209 of these were not overlapped by Songs of other coraciiforms .  
28 were overlapped by Songs of malimbica. 
Total no. of malimbica Song performances = 230. 
202 of these were not overlapped by Songs of other coraciiforms.  
(Again) 28 were overlapped by Songs of senegalensis. 
No . senegalensis performances per hr. = 3 .95 . 
No . malimbica performances per hr. = 3 . 80.  
Apparent responses of senegalensis to malimbica 16 . 
Apparent responses of malimbica to senegalensis 6 .  
It was my impression that the home ranges or  territories of malimbica tend to be 
larger, on the average, than are th ose of senegalensis. Sizes of terri tories of both 
species are various ,  presumably in correlation with habitat quality. They are 
irregular in shape in many areas . Nevertheless ,  it is obvious that the territories 
or ranges of pairs of the smaller species may be only a few thousand rn across -
or even a few hundred rn in extreme cases . Sorne territories of malimbica may be 
equally compressed in particularly favorable circumstances , e.g. large mango 
groves , but usually the shortest diameter in many thousands of m.  
Differences are not surprising . They only complicate observations of  
malimbica. With ali due precautions and caveats ,  relations between male and 
female Blue-breasted Kingfishers do seem to be looser, less close, more variable 
and/ or more frequently or prolongedly intermittent than are the corresponding 
relations among Woodland Kingfishers. 
The usual separation of mates over relatively short distances may be 
assumed to be functional . It could be a consequence of feeding habits . Large 
prey are rewarding, nutritious , when taken . The taking can be a problem. 
Large arthropods and small vertebrates are not always abundant or easily 
available. They are dispersed . See also Greig-Smith ( 1 979) . Keeping apart , 
mated individuals of both the Woodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers can 
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cover wider areas , separately, than they could do if they were constantly 
together . They a void pouncing upon the same prey simultaneously . They 
should try not to interfere with one another . Ali they need to do is to keep in 
touch . They do so not only by meetings but also by rather simple vocalizations 
(described below) . 
I never saw obvious pair formation in either species . During the breeding 
season(s) , there are numerous interactions between presumed mates ; but ali 
the interactors that I saw seemed to be fairly relaxed and familiar with one 
another. This would suggest that pairing, even for ma/imbica, is in sorne sense 
for life (barring accidents) . 
Morel and Morel ( 1 982) say that Woodland Kingfishers have been found 
to lay eggs in one part or another of the Senegambian region over a period of 5 
months , August-December . Cawkeli and Moreau ( 1 963) say that the species 
breeds in August-September in the Gambia, just north of the Casamance . I 
found young in a tree hole near Ziguinchor in late September of 1 976.  The 
Morels do not discuss the Blue-breasted Kingfisher . Greig-Smith ( 1 978a) 
observed a few copulations of Woodland Kingfishers in Ghana. I never saw a 
certainly successful copulation of either W oodland or Blue-breasted Kingfishers 
in Senegal . (It seems likely that copulations realiy are infrequent . The feature 
seems to be characteristic of the genus .  The Asian and Pacifie Ha/cyon 
smyrnensis and H. ch/oris, which I have watched at sorne length at intervals 
over years ,  seem to be as reticent or impeded as are their African relatives) . 
There are indications , from records of Songs and other interactions between 
mates, th at the peak of the breeding season is earlier for W oodland Kingfishers 
than for Blue-breasted Kingfishers in the Casamance. This is partly reflected in 
Tables I and II .  
TABLE I l .  - Song performances of Wood/and Kingfishers (Halcyon 
senegalensis) and Striped Kingfishers (H . chelicuti) in the Basse Casamance 
of Senega/. 
October 1 9  - November 29 (inclusive) . Approximately 42 hrs . over 42 days. 
Total no . senegalensis Song performances = 1 23 .  No overlaps . 
Total no . of che/icuti Song performances = 1 20 .  No overlaps .  
No . Senegalensis performances per hour = 2 .90 .  
No . che/icu/i performances per hour = 2 . 80 .  
Apparent responses of senegalensis to  chelicuti 
Apparent responses of che/icuti to senegalensis 
3 .  
2 o r  3 .  
Woodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers have similar diel rhythms . They 
begin to Sing very early in the morning, while it is still dark , and then start to 
feed as it becomes light . Activity, both display and feeding, decreases as the 
morning wears on . There is not usualiy much recrudescence of activity in the 
late afternoon. Presumably, the successful capture of a few large prey in the 
morning is sufficient to carry an individual through the rest of the day . 
Ali these factors set a characteristic tempo . Timing, feeding and spacing 
are significant. The birds have been under strong pressure to economize effort . 
Much of their social behavior is a response to this pressure . 
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1 .2 .  - Intraspecific Signais of senegalensis. 
a) Overt patterns and indicators .
Although territorial neighbors chase and supplant one another, they do 
not, in my experience, come to actual blows, pecking or striking . Their 
principal offensive weapons , their large and sharp bills , probably are too 
dangerous . They may also be too valuable in hunting to be risked . Even 
bluffing or cheating seems to be precluded . The reluctance of heavily armed 
animais to use their arms was noted long ago (see, for instance, Lorenz, 1 952) .  
Ha/cyon kingfishers are conventional i n  this respect . 
The principal methods or means of territorial or other defense are vocal , 
Songs and various calls . Woodland Kingfishers do, however , also use postures 
and movements.  They give indications of advance and retreat and ambivalent 
combinations thereof (Fig . 1 ) .  They escape when necessary . With one exception 
(see below) , none of their signal postures or movements seems to be very 
exaggerated in form or frequency for purposes of communication alone. They 
are not highly « ritualized » . The signal repertory of the species is 
comparatively simple. Perhaps secondarily so. 
An example may be cited . Neighboring Woodland Kingfishers engage in 
rapid aerial chases , with numerous vocalizations , during territorial disputes . 
They may go high , circling in irregular courses . Their flights can be 
conspicuous . They are not as standardized or stereotyped as are the aerial 
displays of other species of Ha/cyon such as malimbica or smyrnensis. 
b) V ocalizations
Kingfishers have been included in an order « Coraciiformes » along with 
rollers,  bee-eaters ,  mot-mots and severa! other types . The sounds uttered by 
many or most coraciiform birds can be divided , for comparative purposes, into 
three formai categories : monosyllabic Basic Notes , standardized Short Series , 
and variable , often extensible, Long Series . Components of these categories 
differ in loudness ,  pitch, tone and other qualities in different species. They also 
occur in different sequential arrangements . The differences may suggest 
descriptive names . The underlying categories should be kept in mind . 
Descriptively, the vocalizations of adult Woodland Kingfishers can be 
called Rattles , Songs , and Harsh Notes . 
Harsh Notes are problematical . Notes of this type are uttered frequently 
by many individuals of malimbica, smyrnensis, and other species of Ha/cyon. 
They are mu ch Jess co mm on among the W oodland Kingfishers of Sen egal . On! y 
one individual of the species, probably male, was exceptional . lt uttered series 
of 3-4 harsh notes , in a sort of irregular « Chatter », bringing food to its mate 
and/or young in the nest hole. The sounds might be transcribed as « Kaar 
kaarr kaarr » . The same individual uttered similar notes as it pounced upon 
prey on the ground . This is not typical of the species . Most feeding is quite 
silent (or , conceivably, accompanied by sounds that are so soft that they can­
nat be detected by an observer only a few rn away) . One other individual was 
beard to utter a long Chatter as it attacked a coucal , Centropus sp . ,  on the 
ground . (Greig-Smith , 1 978a, suggests that the Black Coucal , Centropus tou­
lou, may prey upon young kingfishers in the nest . Predation by coucals upon 
eggs of other species is well known in other areas. See Frere, 1 984) . A third 
individual uttered a single harsh squawk flying low over my head. Doubtless 
this is the equivalent of the « harsh monosyllabic screech » mentioned by 
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Greig-Smith (citing Mackworth-Praed and Grant , 1 952) . As uttered by the 
Woodland Kingfishers of Sénégal , the various Harsh Notes seem to be hostile 
(agonistic) , aggressive and high intensity . (The structural or acoustic rules are 
right . See Morton, 1 977) . 
Effective as they may be in certain circumstances , it is possible that the 
Harsh Notes of the Woodland Kingfishers of Senegal are becoming obsoles­
cent . If so, they are being replaced by rattling sounds . 
The term « Song » can be applied to any pattern which serves to repell 
individuals of the same sex and to attract individuals of the opposite sex . 
Physical forms and modalities are irrelevant . Heard in isolation apart from 
social context, Songs appear to be little more than advertisements or procla­
mations of territorial ownership . Woodland Kingfishers proclaim frequently . 
Both members of a pair do so. One member , probably the male, is more vocal 
than the other . As it happens, the Songs of the species are both vocal and com­
pound . Typical phrases consist of a loud, sharp « Tseet » (perhaps a Basic 
Note) , followed by a Rattle (presumably a kind of Long Series) . There is sorne 
variation. Introductory Notes can be repeated ; but this is comparatively rare in 
senegalensis. Rattles may be brief or long . They may be approximately leve! 
in pitch or they may be descending, usually evenly . Greig-Smith ( 1 978a) shows 
a drawing of a spectogram of one type. Others are shown in Figs . 2, 3 and 
4 here . 
Figure 2. - The beginning of a senegalensis Song . An Introductory Note plus the first few pulses 
of a Rattle. In this and ali the succeeding figures , the first horizontal tine indicates one Kilohertz. 
The other !ines indicate higher frequences at one Kh. intervals .  In most cases , the range extends 
from 3 to 8 Kh. Sorne of the illustrations are partial . Certain frequences have been blanked in 
order to remove background noise. Attempts at removal were not always completely successful. 
Nevertheless, the timing shown is real. For this particular Figure, no. 2 ,  the time is 25 seconds . 
Recently, drawings and diagrams of Songs of African Ha/cyon spp . deri­
ved from recordings by C. Chappuis hav'è' l been published by Fry et al. ( 1 985) .  
Information on the acoustic behavior of these birds is accumulating rapidly. 
The sonograms shown here may still be useful for two reasons . They provide 
comparative data . They also reveal sorne additional details . 
Greig-Smith refers to the Song of senegalensis as a « laugh » .  The term is, 
1 think, unfortunate. The rattling notes are very short and hard ; not at ali like
human laughter in form or acoustic effect . Besides which , anecdotal accounts 
of severa! Asian and Australian species refer to « laughing calls ». lt is ·by no
means certain that ali these patterns are homologous with the Introductory 
Note - Rattle performances of Woodland Kingfishers . 
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Figure 3 .  - The Rattle part of a senegalensis Song, going up to 16 Kh. The time interval is 
approximately 8 secs . 
The motivation of Sangs must be mixed ; largely hostile , not always high 
intensity, with perhaps a minor sexual corn panent. 
A sitting bird may lift its head diagonally upward as it begins to Sing 
(Fig . 1 ) .  This is not, however, inevitable or prerequisite . Sorne typical Sangs 
are given from normal sitting or perching postures . They can also be given in 
flight during disputes . 
There are other Rattles . Sorne are long, hard, metallic, without Introduc­
tory Notes . They seem to be purely hostile . They are often given in response to 
approaches by individuals of other species, even human observers. Other ratt­
ling sounds are prolongued and fluctuating in pitch (Fig . 5) .  They tend to be 
given when mates rejoin one another . They may contain relatively strong 
friendly and/ or sexual components . 
Figure 4. - More senegalensis Rattle. Only to 8 Kh. Perhaps with sorne background noise (the 
rustle of leaves) . Approximately 15 secs . 
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Figure 5. - A Rattle which sounds Fluctuating to human ears. Perhaps the variation is m "r"" " 
matter of timing than of pitch. Approximately 1 5  secs . 
c) Wingspreads
This is the most exaggerated visual signal of the species , a real display in 
severa! senses . It has been described for the Woodland Kingfishers of Ghana 
by Greig-Smith ( l 978a) .  The pattern is always given while perched (it would 
not be recognizable in flight) . The wings are suddenly raised and spread . They 
are held out for sorne seconds,  perhaps as much as a minute in extreme cases . 
In fully developed form, this is more than mere flicking ; although very rapid 
wing flicks, presumably intention movements of flight , sometimes occur before 
and/or after longer Spreads. The Spreads themselves may, of course, have 
been derived from flicks during evolution . In any case, the pose is heraldic . It 
can occur as « greeting » between mated birds . It may be performed by an 
individual on returning to a perch after pouncing upon prey in the absence (or 
distance) of a mate. More often, it is shown by one individual when an actual 
or potential rival approaches or flies overhead. It is usually accompanied by 
Rattles , either straight or Fluctuating . The body and tail vibrate to the rhythm 
of the notes . 
Wingspreading seems to be another pattern expressing hostility . The 
various hostile patterns of the species must have slightly different causations , 
motivations . The differences are not always immediately obvious .  Perhaps 
Wingspreads predict movements more urgently than do vocalizations . 
The performances of Senegalese W oodland Kingfishers may be slightly 
distinctive. Greig-Smith 's  account implies that ali Wingspreads by Ghanaian 
birds are accompanied by Rattles . He also describes conspicuous pivoting 
movements from side to side ; and « In the most intense displays , the tail is 
cocked to 45 ° above its normal position and fanned » . None of these features is 
absolutely characteristic of Senegalese birds . Although Rattles are usual, as 
noted above, they can be omitted . I saw performances , relatively few but not 
actually infrequent , which were quite silent . Pivoting seems to be both rare and 
irregular . I never saw a senega/ensis « cock » its tail (although they do make 
occasional rapid tail flicks) . It is interesting that the Senegalese patterns are 
comparatively simple. (Possibly I saw more low intensity behavior than did 
Greig-Smith . Because the Senegalese birds are not migratory, mates and rivais 
can allow their relations to develop gradually) . 
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W oodland Kingfishers face either toward or away from their « interlocu­
tors » .  It was my impression, in the Basse Casamance, that performers tend to 
face toward opponents and away from mates . But there is considerable varia­
tion in both sets of circumstances . See also Milstein ( 1 962) . 
1 . 3 .  - Intraspecific Signais of malimbica 
Minor differences between Woodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers can 
be ignored here . The distinctive signais of malimbica are Song, a Flight Dis­
play, and perhaps sorne aspects of Harsh Notes . 
a) Song
The general format has been described by Fry, Serie et al. , and many 
others . The sequence is Introductory Notes - Whistles . The numbers of notes 
are variable . A few Sangs may, conceivably, have no Introductory Notes at ali . 
This is unusual . Most Sangs have a single Introductory Note (Fig . 6) . Sorne 
'"' 
Figure 6 .  - The beginning of a malimbica Song. An Introductory Note plus a few Whistles .
Approximately 25 secs . 
have multiple, 2-3-4, introductions . Ali are sharp to human ears . Multiplica­
tions of Introductory Notes are more common among the malimbica of the 
Basse Casamance than among the senega/ensis of the same region. Whistles are 
clear, musical , slightly plaintive in tone . A few Sangs , usually in special cir­
cumstances (see Flight Displays) have only a single Whistle after a single Intro­
ductory Note . Usually Whistles occur in moderately long series . The maximum 
number in a single Song phrase may be thirteen or fourteen . Four to seven are 
common . Six or seven may be the mode in the Casamance. Successive notes are 
often , not always , progressively lower in pitch . They also tend to become pro­
gressively shorter ; but again there are exceptions . See Figs .  6 and 7 . 
.. ... . . . .. 
Figure 7 .  - Successive Whistles of a malimbica Song. Approximately 25 secs.
The Introductory Notes of W oodland Kingfishers and- Blue-breasted King­
fishers may, at times , sound almost identical . The succeeding Ra tt! es and 
Whistles sound very different . It has already been pointed out by Fry ( 1 980a) 
that they probably are homologous nevertheless. The difference in form bet­
ween them must be functional . It may be correlated with physical as weil as 
social environments.  Fry suggests that « Ha/cyon species of open habitats have 
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short, shrill , modulated notes rich in harmonies,  while those in forests have 
long, pure, falling notes which , at the cost of their information content,  
effectively penetrate that habitat . » The first part of the generalization may be 
acceptable, assuming that one can equate groves of mangos, etc . ,  with forest . 
Again see Morton. The second part seems to be more dubious.  There is no rea­
son to suppose that malimbica Songs encode less information than do senega­
lensis Songs. They are variable enough to provide subtle elues . 
In any case, the two species seem to use their Songs in similar ways on 
many occasions. 
b) Flight Displays
These patterns are spectacular . They vary in intensity. Wh en performed 
vigorously and completely, they are qui te standardized . They are solos at first 
sight. In my experience, only one individual gives the display at any given time. 
A bird suddenly flies up. lt tends to go high very rapidly, at least 1 00- 1 50 rn 
about the tree tops in extreme cases . lt usually follows a roughly circular 
course over a wide area. The flight is rapid , with regular wing beats.  There is 
nothing like the « rolling » of rollers at this stage . The performer begins to 
vocalize immediately . First one or perhaps several Introductory Notes. Then 
Whistles are added after Introductory Notes . The number of Whistles increases , 
usually very regularly . First one, then two, then three . . .  Eventually, there are 
six to eight Whistles after each Introductory Note . The performance may last 
for several minutes . lt is terminated by a glide downward at a gradually increa­
sing angle of descent, in effect a plunge. This is reminiscent of rollers . 
I was never able to determine what stimuli released Flight Displays ; nor 
what followed immediately afterward. Performing birds took off from,  and 
landed in, dense vegetation. One may suppose, from the general shape of the 
performance and from what is known of the accompanying vocalizations, that 
the flights are proclamations or advertisements of territorial ownership . 
Sorne flights are « answered » by Songs from one or more other indivi­
duals in trees or bushes . Thus, although the flying performer appears to be 
alone, it may be engaged in a form of intraspecific « contest » .  
I saw Flight displays by Blue-breasted Kingfishers only in the Basse Casa­
mance, and primarily in October of 1 976.  
High flying, being visible at  considerable distances , could be useful to 
individuals of malimbica which would otherwise be hidden in foliage . Yet it 
should be noted that individuals of Ha/cyon smyrnensis perform comparable 
displays in areas , such as the coast of Tamil Nadu in southern India, where 
they do not , at present , usually live in dense vegetation (pers .  obs . ) .  And rol­
lers of the genus Coracias, which give the most exaggerated aerial displays of 
ali coraciiform birds, are primarily inhabitants of open or semi-open country. 
Many factors must be involved in the evolution of such patterns . 
Fast and prolonged flight is an exception to the low energy expenditure 
strategy usually pursued by both kingfishers and rollers in other circumstances , 
Why should this be so ? One is almost tempted to believe in something like 
Zahavi ' s  (e.g. 1975 ,  1 977a, 1 977b) « handicap principle » .  Perhaps the animais 
really are demonstrating their fitness .  (The handicap principle has stimulated 
sorne argument . The literature on the subject is fully reviewed by Kirkpatrick, 
1986) . 
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c) Harsh Notes
These are uttered in series of one to at !east five notes . They are sharper, 
to the human ear, than are the homologous patterns of senegalensis. They sound 
more like the equivalent patterns of smyrnensis. This is,  again, a resemblance 
between one African species and one Asian species . 
Different African species do not always agree among themselves . Blue­
breasted Kingfishers utter series of Harsh Notes more frequently than do 
Woodland Kingfishers.  Sorne of their series may be partial substitutes or sup­
plements to Song. 
2. Interspecific Interactions between senegalensis and malimbica
a) Spatial A voidance
Although the ranges of the two species are widely overlapping, and despite 
the fact that individuals of both species often visit the same trees and bushes , 
even the same perches, they a/most never do so simultaneous/y. Either one spe­
cies is avoiding the other or, more probably, the avoidance is mutual . In any 
case, the precautions taken are very careful. During ali my observations , I saw 
only two approaches (2 rn or Jess) between individuals of the two species . Both 
were encounters between an apparently single Blue-breasted Kingfisher and a 
pair of Woodland Kingfishers . Once, a Blue-breasted Kingfisher seemed to be 
monitoring or escorting the Woodland Kingfishers . There was no fighting ; 
but the malimbica followed the senegalensis from tree to tree . Eventually, the 
latter flew away into the distance . On another occasion, in a very different 
area, there may have been a supplanting attack ; and it was the malimbica that 
retreated .  (The last encounter may have been « accidentai ». It occurred in a 
heterogeneous clump of trees , mostly palms and Kads.  Knowing the usual 
habits of the individuals involved, it seems possible that the Blue-breasted 
Kingfisher flew in without realizing th·at the Woodland Kingfishers were 
already established) . 
b) Acoustic « A voidance »
The Songs of different individuals of the same species are often partly or 
completely overlapping . As far as I can tell, the timing, although doubtless not 
random, is not very stereotyped . The Songs of individuals of different species 
overlap rarely . The situation with regard to malimbica and senegalensis in the 
Basse Casamance in 1 985 is shown in Table I .  
I t  would have been nice to be able to demonstrate that individuals o f  the 
two species either are or are not Singing independently of one another . Unfor­
tunately, the kind of data recorded in Table 1 ,  bouts of Songs rather than sin­
gle phrases , without precise timing from minute to minute, are not amenable to 
statistical analysis . Perhaps sorne statistical significance might be teased out by 
appropriate treatment ; but confidence in the biological meaning would be 
dubious .  There are, however , qualitative observations which may be revealing . 
There seem to be two different and partly contradictory factors in play. 
When Singers of the two species are motivated at low-to-moderate levels, 
and wh en they are sorne distance a part from one another,  they a void interspe-
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cific acoustic overlaps almost perfectly . When they are both highly motivated , 
they may engage in Song duels . Sorne duels are irregular . Others become « loc­
ked in step » .  Consider the examples of two furious duels .  ln both cases , the 
two individuals gave Songs typical of their species . In one instance, the Blue­
breasted Kingfisher began with an Introductory Note and then launched into 
the usual series of Whistles , while the Woodland Kingfisher uttered an Intro­
ductory Note immediately after the equivalent by its « rival », and then produ­
ced a conventional Rattle . This happened again and again, in the same form, 
over a period of many minutes . The overlaps between the Songs of the two 
species were great ; the senegalensis always slightly behind the malimbica. ln 
another instance, involving different individuals in another area, the basic 
sequence was similar ; but the Woodland Kingfisher did not begin until the 
Blue-breasted Kingfisher was half way through its series of Whistles . The over­
laps were partial ; but again the same formula was repeated for minutes on 
end. 
Sooner or later one individual stops Singing . It may be supposed to have 
lost the duel . The other individual continues to Sing for a brief interval . It may 
be supposed to be the winner . 1 have seen both W oodland Kingfishers and
Blue-breasted Kingfishers in both roles . The dominance relations between the 
two species are very close indeed - a near run thing . ,_ 
Song duels must be the cheapest possible form of direct competition . 
c) Intermediates ?
In one area of the Basse Casamance, near Cap Skirring , 1 beard several
individuals utter peculiar Song Phrases of Introductory Note(s) - brief Rattle 
- Whistles . These are the sorts of phrases which might be expected to be utte­
red by hybrids . Occasional interbreeding may tend to occur when one of the 
species involved is rare . Blue-breasted Kingfishers were more common than 
W oodland King fis hers in the Skirring area. But the local population of Wood­
land Kingfishers included at least several individuals .  They did not seem to be 
strays . 1 did not see any individuals that appeared to have intermediate plu­
mage patterns .  Of course, mixed plumage might be difficult to detect in the 
field .  Still , as far as 1 could tell , ali the individuals that sang peculiar Songs
/ooked like pure malimbica. 
Thus the hypothesis of hybridization does not necessarily have to be 
accepted. Considering the fact that Whistles and the constituent notes of Ratt­
les are probably homologous (above) , a change from one to another might be 
relatively easy. Moreover, brief Rattles could be derived by a slight increase 
and acceleration of multiple Introductory Notes . It is possible, therefore, that 
the distinctive Songs of the Cap Skirring birds were simply « dialectical », deve­
loped by Blue-breasted Kingfishers of unmixed ancestry . 
d) Comment
Obviously relations between Woodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers are 
« uneasy ». The nature of the unease will be considered below, after compari­
son of relations with other species . 
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3 .  Other Kingfishers 
3 . 1 .  - The Striped Kingfisher, Ha/cyon chelicuti 
lndividuals of this species are smaller than senegalensis, and comparatively 
dull in co lor . Fig . 1 again.  The habits and habitus of Striped Kingfishers in 
Ghana have been described by Greig-Smith ( 1 978b) . Senegalese individuals dif­
fer in a few respects . Only sorne of the differences are pertinent here. 
Over mu ch of Africa, Striped King fis hers are resident, non-migratory, 
inhabitants of relatively open and often arid environments .  In the Basse Casa­
mance, however , they are abundant in sorne areas of semi-humid forest and 
scrub on the plateaus .  ln these areas , they occupy the same kinds of vegeta­
tion, sometimes the same trees and bushes , as do the local W oodland King fis­
hers . They probably take many of the same kinds of terrestrial arthropod prey . 
(There is no evidence that they ever feed from water) . Perhaps the ecological 
separation between chelicuti and senegalensis is great in sorne areas . It is not 
wide in the Basse Casamance . Thus the social relations between the two species 
have been formalized . Not quite in the same way as the relations between sene­
galensis and malimbica ( 1 ) .  
Despite broad ecological and even territorial overlaps, there i s  spatial avoi­
dance between Striped Kingfishers and Woddland Kingfishers . It is at least as 
careful as the separation between Woodland Kingfishers and Blue-breasted 
Kingfishers . In fact , 1 never saw an approach or close encounter between sene­
galensis an chelicuti. Again, the same sites are used by individuals of the two 
species , but not simultaneously. 
The Songs of chelicuti are compound . Each phrase has two sections or 
phases : an Introductory Note followed by a Rattle . Greig-Smith transcribes 
the phrases of Ghanaian birds as « cheer oh » .  For individuals of the Basse 
Casamance, 1 should prefer something like « Keeeee kurrr ». Greig-Smith pre­
sents a sound spectogram in his 1 978b paper . Others are shown below, Figs. 8 
and 9 .  ln a few Songs of chelicuti in the Basse Casamance, the second phase 
of each phrase is broken into two semi-distinct syllables . « Keep - kachurrr » . 
Both typical and atypical phrases are often repeated in rapid and prolonged 
succession . The Songs of different individuals of the same species overlap fre­
quently . 
1 I l  1 / 1 1  j t  ( f / • 1 1 l � If 1 • / • 1 1 1 ' l o j  ' Il ,j ,  t "'  � ) 1  1 1
' . ..  
Figure 8 .  - Songs of Striped Kingfishers. Perhaps counter-singing by severa! individuals . Approxi-. 
mately 22 secs. 
( 1 )  Note. Given the terrain of the Basse Casamance, Striped Kingfishers must hear Blue­
breasted Kingfishers from time to time. The two species were never observed to pay attention to 
one another . They are ecologically on either side, left and right , of the Woodland Kingfisher. lt is 
senegalensis that is the middleman, impinged upon from both sides . 
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Figure 9. - The same thing again, in a slightly different form. Approximately 22 secs. 
The homologies between the Sangs of che/icuti on the one band and those 
of senegalensis and malimbica on the other band are evident upon examination 
in the laboratory or studio . Yet they are not at ali obvious to the human ear in 
the field . The lntroductory Notes of che/icuti tend to be longer than those of 
the other two species. The Rattles of che/icuti are shorter than those of senega­
/ensis, and a fortiori shorter than the maximal series of Whistles of malimbica. 
The tone of the chelicuti performances is thin and soft .  Their Sangs are not as 
hard, harsh and/or laud as are those of many larger kingfishers .  The inexperien­
ced listener might suppose that he or she was hearing sorne unknown passerine . 
Perhaps a babbler . 
Striped Kingfishers tend to answer one another' s  Sangs . Wickler ( 1 976) 
cites the species as an example of duetting . His argument about the general 
significance of du etting is convincing . On! y, the duets among individuals of 
che/icuti in the Basse Casamance are extremely variable. Duels and duets are 
slightly different phenomena. 
Introductory Notes probably are a sort of « station identification » .  They 
broadcast « Listen ! Something is about to be said . » The fact that the Intro­
ductory Notes of Woodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers are similar in sound 
suggests that individuals of the two species are addressing the same or similar 
audiences . The fact that the Introductory Notes of chelicuti are distinctive sug­
gests that individuals of this species are not addressing the same audience, 
at !east not in the same ways or with the same frequencies . It is remarkable, 
therefore, that acoustic avoidance between Striped and Woodland Kingfishers 
is very good indeed. See Table I l .  During the period recorded in this table, 1 
beard no interspecific overlaps of Sangs , no cases of an individual of one spe­
cies singing at the same time as an individual of the other species . 
An additional , partial , form of segregation may be achieved by differences 
in timing of reproduction. Although records are few, there are sorne indica­
tions that the peak of the breeding season is earlier for Striped Kingfishers than 
for Woodland Kingfishers . Morel and Morel (op. cit. ) say that breeding occurs 
in June, July and September for the Senegambian region as a whole. Cawkell 
and Moreau (op. cit. ) cite a record of fledged young in mid-July in the Garn­
hia. Greig-Smith ( 1 978b) says that breeding occurs in July and August in 
Ghana. (As a slight discrepancy, 1 should mention that 1 saw one individual of 
the species give food to another individual in late October in the Basse Casa­
mance . Bath individuals , part of a group of three - see below - appeared to 
be adult ; but this was a single instance, and 1 have no idea what the family 
relations between the two individuals may have been) . If the suggested partial 
difference in timing of reproduction is real , then it is another example of the 
arrangement , so visible in connection with other characters (body size and 
Song form as weil as ecological preference) , by which che/icuti and malimbica 
appear to be on opposite sides of senegalensis. 
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A speculation may be inserted . The very few encounters that I witnessed 
between Woodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers involved two individuals of 
the former species and one individual of the latter species . The group of Stri­
ped Kingfishers that 1 was able to follow most closely comprised three indivi­
duals . Their neighboring Woodland Kingfishers were either pairs or apparently 
single individuals (perhaps sorne bir-ds were incubating) . Sizes of territories pro­
bably are generally correlated with body sizes . Individuals of smaller species 
may tend to have smaller territories , on the average, than do individuals of !ar­
ger species of similar habits . The smaller forms are, therefore, less likely to be 
dispersed in space . (The relationship would seem to be intuitively obvious. 
Nevertheless ,  there bas been a lot of work on the subject . Griffiths , 1986, gives 
many references) . Smaller forms may also have different social arrangements, 
for any number of reasons . Reyer ( 1 980a) saw four groups of Striped Kingfis­
hers of three individuals each in East Africa. Perhaps trios are characteristic of 
che/icuti. 
Is it possible that social interference or molestation among Ha/cyon king­
fishers is discouraged by the fact that individuals of the smaller species are 
likely to occur in larger numbers at any given site at any given time than are 
individuals of the larger species ? 
3 . 2 .  - The Gray-headed Kingfisher, Ha/cyon /eucocepha/a 
This is a brilliantly colored species , a combination of buff, chestnut , 
sapphire blue and black . Brilliant as it may be, the general visual effect or ges­
talt is not reminiscent of Woodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers (although 
there are similarities of detail on back, wings and tai!) . On the continent , the 
species is highly migratory over long distances . According to Fry ( 1 982a) , indi­
viduals of the species breed during a pause in the course of one of their annual 
migrations, going north in spring (presumably in the northern hemisphere) . A 
distinctive local race on the Cabo Verde Islands seems to be sedentary (de Nau­
rois,  1 983) .  I saw only one Gray-headed Kingfisher in the Basse Casamance, in 
a plateau habitat . lt did nothing of interest . I saw a number of individuals of 
the species on Mt. Nimba. They did show sorne behavior. They uttered a few 
senegalensis - like Rattles . They bad occasional squabbles with White­
throated Bee-eaters , Merops a/bicollis. There were sorne W oodland Kingfishers 
in the neighborhood. The two species of Kingfishers were not seen to interact 
with one another . Insofar as Gray-headed and W oodland Kingfishers may be 
potential competitors , they probably are kept apart from one another more 
often by geographie separation than by social avoidance in situ. 
3 . 3 .  - The Chocolate-backed Kingfisher, Ha/cyon badia. 
This is a species of deep forest . lts social behavior is not weil known. 
There is only one point to be mentioned . The Songs of badia are reminiscent of 
the Blue-breasted Kingfisher . They include series of Whistles . In sorne areas , 
the territories or home ranges of individuals of badia and malimbica are either 
overlapping or closely adjacent to one another . I did not, however, hear any 
overlaps of Songs of the two species during my stays in Gabon and Liberia. 
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3 .4 .  - The Pied Kingfisher, Cery/e rudis 
Ceryline kingfishers are different from Ha/cyon species . C. rudis is highly 
specialized. It is a real fisher, taking its prey exclusively from water, often 
hovering before plunging . It is abundant in the Basse Casamance. In this 
region, as in parts of East Africa (see, for instance, Douthwaite 1 973 ,  1 978 , 
and Reyer 1 980b, 1 984) , individuals breed in colonies , sometimes very large 
ones . The habit is associated with « helpers at the nest » and skewed sex ratios , 
more males than females . 
The species is widely distributed in the Old World tropics . lts behavior is 
not uniform throughout . In southern lndia and in Nepal, the usual arrange­
ment is a male-female pair, with or without a few individuals which might be 
young of the year. Even in the Basse Casamance, pairs and smaller groups of 
perhaps nuclear families are the norm in the non-breeding season. (Both state­
ments are based upon personal observations) . 
Pied Kingfishers feeding along tidal creeks are in « eyeshot » and earshot 
of both Woodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers . Sometimes they perch on the 
same branches as do the Ha/cyon species ; once again, seldom or never simul­
taneously ; spatial avoidance is good. Not acoustic avoidance . lntergeneric 
overlaps of Songs are common. Pied King fis hers are noisy . Pairs and groups of 
the species may vocalize almost continuously for hours on end . So the Ha/cyon 
species have to put up with what is ,  doubtless ,  a bad job.  If they waited to 
Sing until the rudis feil silent , they might never be able to get a note in edge­
wise . 
3 .  5 .  - The Remainder 
There are several other kingfishers in Senegal . 
The Giant African King fisher, Ceryle or Megaceryle maxima, is related to 
the Pied Kingfisher. It interacts with rudis socially in the Basse Casamance . It 
does not seem to pay much attention to the Ha/cyon species . Nor they to it. 
Sorne local kingfishers are very small . They are species of the genera Ceyx 
and A /ceda (in the sense of Fry, 1 980a) . They interact with one another, but 
apparently not with Ha/cyon to any significant extent . 
4. - The Larger Cluster
West African kingfishers have many interspecific social relations with 
birds of other taxonomie groups . Never friendly . They are aggressive in gene­
ral . Sorne of their aggression may be « accidentai » or redirected . 1 saw more 
or less determined attacks by Woodland Kingfishers upon a heron Butorides 
striatus (a possible competitor for food) , upon weaverbirds (presumably not 
competitors for anything) , and upon a coucal (a possible predator - see above) . 
Greig-Smith, in his 1 978a paper, cites attacks by Woodland Kingfishers 
upon small passerines , herons, doves , the parrots Psittacu/a krameri, Poicepha­
/us robustus, P. senegalensis, P. cryptoxanthus (possible competitors for nest 
holes) , and a Banded Harrier-hawk Po/yboroides radiatus (a known predator 
of nests, often investigating holes , at least in the Basse Casamance) , as weil as 
the coucal Centropus tou/ou. 
1 also saw one attack by a Blue-breasted Kingfisher upon a dove of the 
genus Streptopelia. 
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In his 1 978b paper, Greig-Smith cites attacks by Striped Kingfishers upon 
the dove Streptopelia senegalensis and various passerines , Robin-Chats Eryth­
ropygea leucophrys, bulbuls Pycnonotus barbatus, the warbler Eremome/a 
pusil/a, and the « finches » Serinus mozambicus and Vidua macroura.
Attacks upon predators and competitors for nest holes are easy to understand . 
In such circumstances , attack may be the only method of defense. Attacks 
upon small passerines and doves might be Jess expected. ln the case of the 
doves , 1 would suggest that these birds, simply because they are common, con­
fiding and poorly armed, are the perfect targets for redirection . 
The known victims of aggression by Ha/cyon kingfishers are listed in sorne 
detail above in order to show that attacks are not always rare or reluctant . 
The lists may weil be incomplete . There is an inference to be drawn. Given the 
fact that Ha/cyon kingfishers scatter aggression over a wide range of targets, it 
is ali the more noteworthy that different species of the genus seldom or never 
attack one another . 
Relations with passerines , doves , herons, parrots, etc . ,  cannot fail to have 
effects or consequences. Still they may be Jess important to the kingfishers than 
are sorne other interspecific relations. Woodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers 
belong to a distinctive social « cluster » in the sense of Moynihan ( 1 979) . By 
definition, the species of a elus ter « are connected among themselves . . .  by the 
performance of real social responses of sorne appreciable strength or degree of 
specialization ». For most Ha/cyon species as a group, their most important 
colleagues and correspondents, a part from one another, are roll ers of the genus 
Coracias. The different species of Coracias in Sénégal are segregated from one 
another in many of the same ways as are the different species of Ha/cyon 
among themselves by slight differences in size, habitat preferences and migra­
tory habits . They may compete strongly with one another . The Blue-bellied 
Roll er, Coracias cyanogaster, would appear to be a significant competitor of 
Ha/cyon senegalensis. As it happens , cyanogaster is the middleman of the roi-
1er nexus within the broader cluster . The rollers and the nexus will be the sub­
j ects of later papers .  The point to be made here is that both kingfishers and 
rollers have their own special connections that may extend in different direc­
tions . The cluster is real , but its borders are not the same for different mem­
bers . 
Basically, the social relations among the species of the kingfisher-roller 
cluster in Senegal are not very different from the relations among the species of 
the so-called « dig/ossa cluster » of the Andes described in Moynihan ( 1 979) . In 
both cases, the relations are primarily hostile . Apparently for different ecologi­
cal reasons.  The members of the dig/ossa cluster are nectarivores . Nectar is 
a renewable resource . Flowers are therefore worth defending . Large arthropods 
and small vertebrates are not renewable in the same way. But they usually can­
not be shared . Thus they must be seized ruthlessly . 
Other clusters in many parts of the world are characterized by more or Jess 
friendly interspecific relations . Mixed flocks are classic . Why such relations 
should be formed is a difficult question . The subject has already been discussed 
at sorne length, not only in Moynihan ( 1 978 ,  1 979) but in earlier papers such as 
Morse ( 1 970) . There seem to be many factors involved . In the context of the 
kingfisher - roller cluster of Senegal , a particular aspect of ecology may be 
emphasized . Mixed flocks often are composed of species which feed on non­
renewable sma/1 foods, seeds,  fruits, small insects , etc .  Such flocks may tend 
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to be most highly developed when food is relatively scarce. The conditions 
should be considered closely. Members of mixed flocks compete with one ano­
ther . Yet their competition takes a particular guise . Even when relatively 
scarce, their small foods are so widely distributed or so aggregated that every 
member of the flock bas an appreciable chance of getting a share of the pro­
fits, however small . This is just what kingfishers and Coracias rollers cannot 
hope for .  In their cases, with their feeding habits , winner takes ail . 
5 . - Comment 
In the discussion of vocal patterns within the dig/ossa cluster, it was sug­
gested that « A performing individual . . .  must distfnguish among members of 
its own species (who may interrupt , or who may even provoke interruptions) , 
and 'accepted foreigners ' (whom it would be impolite or impolitic to interrupt) , 
and just plain unimportant or socially irrelevant foreigners (who may be inter­
rupted or not at will) . » 
The terms may not be ideal . They are, nevertheless, appropriate to sorne 
of the kingfishers of Sénégal . Pied and W oodland Kingfishers are, socially if
not ecologically, irrelevant to one another (except, perhaps , by complicated
intermediaries) . Striped and Woodland Kingfishers would seem to be accepted 
foreigners for one another . 
W oodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers seem to be accepted foreign ers 
for one another most of the time ; but the occasional close encounters and 
Song duels between them (quite apart from the possibility of hybridization) are 
reminiscent of interactions among individuals of a single species . lt may be 
supposed that formalized interspecific social behavior is usually derived from 
intraspecific behavior . The recognition of different specifie identities , and the 
selection , restriction and rearrangement of intraspecific behavior for use in dif­
ferent contexts,  must be graduai . The process is far advanced but not quite 
complete for the Woodland and Blue-breasted Kingfishers . Presumably they 
are nearing the end of a phase of transition . 
SUMMARY 
W oodland Kingfishers (Ha/cyon senega/ensis) and Blue-breasted King fis­
hers (H. malimbica) are widespread in tropical Africa. They compete with one 
another . ln the Basse Casamance, both occur in many of the same habitats.  
Individuals of the two species are similar in appearance. They may take similar 
ranges of foods, large arthropods and small vertebrates . The competition bet­
ween them is controlled , perhaps reduced, by a variety of social behavior pat­
terns. There is both spatial and acoustic avoidance among individuals of diffe­
rent species . Even when they use the same sites , they almost never do so simul­
taneously . Both species , and perhaps other kingfishers , are involved in a com­
plex social « cluster » with rollers of the genus Coracias. The formalized social 
relations between senega/ensis and malimbica may be of comparatively recent 
origin . There is evidence to suggest thai they are transitional . 
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RÉSUMÉ 
Les Martin-chasseurs du Sénégal (Ha/cyon senegalensis) et les Martin­
chasseurs à Poitrine Bleue (H. malimbica) sont très répandus en Afrique tropi­
cale. Ils se font concurrence ;_ en Basse Casamance, on les trouve dans les 
mêmes habitats . Les individus des deux espèces ont des formes et des couleurs 
semblables. Ils peuvent se nourrir des mêmes proies , gros arthropodes et petits 
vertébrés . Mais leur compétition est contrôlée, voir réduite, par tout un ensem­
ble de comportements sociaux . Ils évitent les contacts visuels et acoustiques . 
S ' ils utilisent les mêmes arbres et les mêmes terrains de chasse, ils ne le font 
presque jamais en même temps . Les deux espèces , et peut-être aussi d'autres 
martin-chasseurs , font partie d'un « groupement social » (c/uster) avec des rol­
liers du genre Coracias. Les relations sociales formalisées entr!! senegalensis et 
malimbica peuvent être d 'origine relativement récente·. Il y a des raisons de
croire qu 'elles en sont à un stade de transition . 
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